HMC to form a
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with JF Moore
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HMC’s joint venture with JF Moore Group is based on shared values and
complimentary skill sets. Our two companies have significant experience
in the maritime industry and maritime engineering.
This partnership will allow both organisations to broaden our exploration of technology and innovations in the
maritime technology. Bolstering already proven capability to offer a full range of services from solutions for all
kind of maritime engineering, design and installations, state of the art Maritime Business Applications and
Maritime Education. HMC and JF Moore group announced the establishment of a joint venture under the name
JFMooreHMC.
The JF Moore group is a collection of full-service providers having expertise that encompasses the Marine and
Energy Sectors. As independent advisors, they provide quality Marine Warranty Surveying, Loss Adjusting,
Marine Engineering, Naval Architecture and Project Management. HMC is an independent engineering and
consultancy organization that offers transport- and offshore installation engineering, fatigue analyses and is a
supplier of ship loading instruments, safety systems, and hull monitoring systems. To support industry wide
innovation and safeguard the continuity and quality of education we provide courses in Maritime Education on
naval architecture and transport engineering for the International maritime industry and educational institutes.
“Our joint venture will allow The JF Moore Group to create a new strong base in Europe. Combining our mutual
global contacts and the collective expertise of both organizations creates a unique, independent engineering
partnership that provides all kind of maritime services worldwide. This alliance brings together two companies
that are culturally aligned, geographically complimentary, and most of all share a history of pushing the leading
edge in maritime engineering. This agreement represents the firm intention of both companies to build an
improved range of services for our customers. The JFMooreHMC will open up new business opportunities in
international projects” Jim Moore II, CEO of The JF Moore Group, said.
Mr. Bos CEO of HMC says “We are very proud on our joint venture with the JF Moore Group. Both
organisations are very strong and our services and product lines are in perfect sync. The new entity will
combine the forces of the two parties. Together we continue to provide quality assured works, professional
service and project management. Our partership will play a vital role in the development of new skills and
broaden our understanding of progressive technologies that bring benefits to all customers”
For more information about please contact our office at info@hmc.nl or info@jfmoore.com
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